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STONE PRO - Granite Potea Polishing Powder 
Available in both a light and dark color, this unique polishing powder removes light 
scratches during polishing and restores granite to its factory new color.  Stone Pro 
Granite Potea revives dull surfaces during polishing by increasing the stones natural color 
and reflectivity.   
 
BENEFITS: 
 

� Restores dull granite surfaces 
� Replenishes the stone’s natural color  
� Increases reflectivity 
� Removes light swirls 
� Available in light or dark colors 

 
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: (Countertops) 

� Variable speed polisher.  Recommended: 600-700-RPM  
� Stone Pro Floor Polishing Machine for larger areas 
� Backer Pad – 7” 
� Steel Wool Pads (#2 or less) 
� Stone Pro Maintenance Crystallizer 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Define a manageable work space.  Recommended:  3 ft X 3 ft or less. 
2. Sprinkle Stone Pro Granite Potea Polishing Powder onto surface area. 
3. Use 1-2 oz. of polishing powder to polish 15-20 sq. ft. 
4. Spray 2-4 oz of  Stone Pro Marble Polish Maintenance Crystallizer over powder. 
5. Apply steel wool pad to polishing machine and set machine on low RPM. 
6. Using the polishing machine, evenly distribute the powder / crystallizer slurry 

across the work space by slowly rotating the machine outward in a circular 
motion until the workspace is covered. 

7. Continue polishing the work space until the polishing powder begins to dry. 
8. Re-wet powder by spraying more Maintenance Crystallizer on the surface. 
9. Continue polishing until desired result is achieved. 
10. Wipe off excess residue.  
11. Clean surface with Stone Pro Crystal Clean. 

 
CAUTIONS: 
Steel Wool pads are used to generate the heat necessary to create a polish. Overused or 
saturated pads will no longer create the desired results. Flip pad often to extend use. One 
steel pad will usually cover 150-200 sq. ft. Used steel pad will rust which will result in 
damage to the surface – do not reuse steel wool pads. Severely damaged surfaces may 
require the services of a professional diamond restoration professional. 
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FIRST AID: 
Skin:  Please protect sensitive skin. Eyes:  Abrasive powder.  Please protect eyes at all 
times. Ingestion:  May be harmful if swallowed.  Seek Medical attention. Inhalation:  
Filter mask suggested.  DO NOT INHALE.  Abrasive powder particles. If problems 
develop move to fresh air and seek Medical Attention immediately. 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


